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Have you ever gone for a walk around Miramar and you look around and see a young man either
carrying trays of plants or traps? That’s most likely to be Joakim Liman. He's a very good friend of
Worser Bay Whetūkairangi School and he is making a huge difference around Miramar Peninsula.
We have been able to interview him about the things he has done around Motu Kairangi (Miramar
Peninsula). We asked him some questions and these are some of the things he told us about
himself. He grew up in Sweden, a country with moose, deer and a lot of other wildlife. Right from
the start Joakim loved nature. When Joakim was little there was a big pond that frogs mated in not
far from his house. It was an amazing ecosystem but one day the council filled the pond in and
built a house over it. He was upset about it and that inspired him to dig a big six by four metre hole
in his backyard. His dad was so proud of him that they went and bought a pond liner to keep the
water in. A couple of years later the frogs started mating in his pond. He was super excited
because he had restored an ecosystem. This is the same work he has continued to do in the
Miramar area since he arrived here about ten years ago. .Joakim has set up a group of volunteers
who are involved with reforestation of the peninsula. They are doing amazing work.Now there is a
massive programme to rid the peninsula of all pests. Who is leading this initiative? Why it’s Joakim.
Again! They have set thousands of bait stations and traps and want to try and make Motu Kairangi
pest free by 2020. Join Joakim and his friends on planting projects. You can find them on facebook.
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This is a newsletter made by primary students in the Predator Free
Wellington Schools Programme. It is aimed at all students at schools
taking part in the programme on and around the Miramar peninsula.
Any questions or queries, please have a look on the www.pfw.org.nz
website, or send an email to education@visitzealandia.com

THE FUTURE OF MIRAMAR TE MOTU KAIRANGI. WHAT
WILL THE ENVIRONMENT BE LIKE IN 20 YEARS?
We have all been involved in an exhibition recently organised by Karin at Zealandia.
Great job Karin! The idea of the exhibition was to consider what the future of the
Peninsula would be like. Will we be surrounded by regenerating bush? Will Te Ngahere be
full of the sound of bird song? Will there be multiple Kereru all sitting on the same
branch? These are some of the thoughts of our students.
First of all, we won’t see any traps, as most of the pest population will have been
eliminated.
The birds would be in no danger.
The land birds like the kiwis will be in no danger from any sort of pest which would
threaten them
We will bring back some endangered species of birds.
Our land could be thriving again.
It will be full of vegetation, a wonderland of greenery.
The sky will be black with birds and the earth will be heavy with leaves and the sound
of birds will be super loud.
The moisture will be huge and the birds will tweet and then land on our arms.
Just how great this would be has overcome me with emotion.
Humans and birds will be in harmony
The new world would stop global warming.

UPDATE ON THE LATEST STATS

Spring is in the air! Now is the time to make sure those tūī and kākā chicks have the best chance of survival. Keep up
the good work and continue reporting your data so we can follow the progress.
Percentage of tracking
tunnels with mammalian
foot prints.
Date:

Number of reported rats caught in
total since term 1 2019.

15

No
data

Number of reported mice caught in total
since start of trapping in term 1 2019.

Earlier data

Term 1 2018: 76%

Number of active traps, with
recorded data in the last month.

16
Number of times traps have been
checked in total since start of
trapping in term 1 2019.

8
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Number of tūī spotted in bird
counts this last term.
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Number of bird
counts this term:

0

Total maximum number of wētā
spotted in all hotels this last
month.
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Number of
wētā hotels:

0

ANIMAL OF THE MONTH

Pīwakawaka Faintail
Rhipidura fuliginosa

They are often around my apple tree. What are they doing there? They
are a really friendly bird, often flocking around people. They seem to be
showing off but they are in fact feasting on the insects which rise when
disturbed by people’s feet as they move through the garden or
undergrowth. We have been learning a traditional chant from the Tuhoe
region with our Kapa Haka tutor Henare which features the Pīwakawaka.
Here it is referred to as Tī. This is how the song begins:
Ka tahi tī ka rua tī
One fantail, two fantails
Ka haramai te patitore Arrive and gather
Ka rauna, ka rauna
In the undergrowth
Ka noho te kiwi kiwi
The kiwi kiwi settles
It was used as a chant while people kept the frost off the young kumara
plants, singing this and waving fire brands above the plants throughout
the night. Pīwakawaka are a delicate and beautiful bird, still fairly
common. With forest restoration programmes and predator control we
will be expecting to see even more of them in our local areas.

Pīwakawaka

PLANT OF THE MONTH

Kohekohe
Dysoxylum spectabile

Hunter Holding a Kohekohe
which is in our shade house.

Wellington’s fascinating plant of the month is Kohekohe. Kohekohe is a
great, quirky tree. We are trying to bring back kohekohe, because it used
to be one of the most common trees in the forest in the Wellington
region. We are growing some Kohekohe in our shade house.It is a canopy
tree and is home to a range of interesting fauna, which is of course
mainly birds. Canopy trees can’t rely on the wind to spread their seeds, so
they need the birds to come and help. Kereru do this job really
well! Kohekohe provides yummy green golf ball sized fruit that birds such
as Kereru feast on. Kohekohe flowers provides important nectar for tui,
bellbirds and hihi. Kohekohe is also a great addition to the forest
because, strangely it produces fruit in the winter. That is good because
lots of animals starve in the winter due to the lack of food (The main
fruit and berry plants provide food in summer and spring). Another thing
which makes Kohekohe weird is that its fruit and berries grow from the
trunk of the tree. Kohekohe seed ready for planting. Kohekohe has a
nice tropical feel and has cousins in throughout the Pacific.Did you know
that Kaikohe, the small town up north, is named so because a group of
people survived by eating the Kohekohe berry after being chased from
their land by an invading Iwi. By Hunter.

SHORT STORIES

Jane Goodall
Who is that over there amongst the trees in Centennial Reserve? Is it a Gorilla in the Mist?
No it’s Jane Goodall. Jane Goodall? The famous Jane Goodall? Yes indeed it is! She is one
of the world's most famous and important scientists/environmentalists. Three kids from
Worser Bay School got to meet her and plant trees in Centennial reserve. They ended up
planting 7 or 8 Kohekohe. Two of the kids did a lot of digging holes and planting while
everybody else just hung around chatting. So, how did they get this opportunity to meet
such a famous environmentalist and scientist? The answer to that question is, Joakim. He is
a friend of the school who has been helping us with all sorts of environmental work. Joakim
told the students that Wellington City is the only city in the world in which biodiversity is
increasing. This is a result of the passion and hard work which so many people in our area
engage in. Jane was invited by Joakim and the Motukairangi group to visit and plant a tree
or two with us. Jane has been in more than 40 films and countless appearances on
television. Now she is the subject of a new national geographic documentary films about
her life and work.
When she was a child she loved animals and went to work with chimpanzees in Africa. Now
she wants to save the environment, keep the forests alive and help wildlife to thrive. This
work continues to take her all over the world even though she is now 85. What an
incredible person!
It was a great privilege to meet her.

WHETŪKAIRANGI ART CELEBRATION
We have just completed an Art Exhibition and made these Pou to welcome people to our
Marae. Can you see Tane mahuta, the god of the forest. He is also known as Tane te
Wananga, god of knowledge and learning. Alongside him Rongo, god of peace, and
Tūmatauenga, god of war and people. These are the gods who oversee Powhiri.
Our marae is a place of peace, a place where we are encouraging children and nature to
flourish. Can you see the birds and the vines and the flowers on the closest Pou?

THIS MONTH'S EDITORS

Worser Bay school
Our Envirogroup are a part of our
student council, passionate about the
Environment. We are involved in
trapping, planting and propagating our
own trees in our shade house. We
recently spent the morning planting at
Worser Bay Beach in the dunes. Our
work is never done but is incredibly
satisfying.

Whatungarongaro te tangata, toitū te whenua
People will pass on, the land remains

